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Its that time of year again.  The days are getting shorter.  The nights are getting cooler.  
Schools are back in session, and …hmmm … seems like there was something else … oh yeah 
– football is back!  In case you haven’t noticed, some of us are very excited about that fact    

Yes, for the football fan, this is a wonderful time of year.  Game day jerseys that have been 
untouched for nearly seven months find their way back into our active wardrobe.  Fantasy 
drafts have taken place and everyone’s roster is still healthy.  Brett Favre has finally decided 
that he will indeed come out of retirement yet again to play just one more year.  The grills and 
coolers and charcoal have been readied for tailgates and game day barbeques around the 
country.  And everyone’s favorite college and pro teams all begin the season undefeated, even 
the Dallas Cowboys and the Virginia Cavaliers.  Yes good cheer abounds and hope springs 
eternal that this-could-be-the-year.   

And that’s why football is such a great metaphor for us to play with a bit as we begin another 
season in the life of our church.  As the football fans among us celebrate the kick-off of a new 
season of gridiron glory, so we in the church can celebrate the kick-off of another season in the 
life of our faith community.  Sure, the new liturgical church year doesn’t begin until just after 
Thanksgiving with Advent and the new calendar year doesn’t come for another month beyond 
that.  But as far as seasons of life go, this time of year is surely one of new beginnings for the 
Bridgewater Church of the Brethren.   

Sunday school classes, youth groups, music ensembles, Bible Studies, Fellowship Meals, and 
Children’s worship are all back in session after a summer off-season.  A whole demographic 
that has been missing from our faith community for nearly 4 months is now back – it’s always 
good to look out and see the college students who worship with us and contribute their energy 
and ideas to our life together.  And our congregational profile has just been completed and is 
now circulating to potential candidates for our open pastoral position.  Yes, it is a time of new 
beginnings at the Church on the Hill in Bridgewater!  

So what does all this have to do with Jacob and his wrestling at the Jabbok?  Well, that night 
represented a new beginning for Jacob.  In a very real way, you could say that Jacob’s 
wrestling match was the Kick-Off event for a new season of his life.  That new season would 
be evidenced in many ways, but none was more significant than the new name he was given 
by his divine opponent.  It’s a name that has given meaning and identity to countless spiritual 
heirs for millennia.  “Israel” – which means “one who strives with God.”  The text says that 
Jacob was given this new name because he has “striven with divine and human beings and 
have prevailed.”   

To bring us back to football, you might say that Jacob earned his new name because with the 
game tied late in the fourth quarter with the ball in his own territory, he went for it on fourth and 
one and won the game.  Now I know that last bit was probably Greek for the non-football types 
among us, but stay with me and I think you’ll catch on.  On fourth and one, a team has two 
basic choices: run one more play and try to move the ball forward one more yard; or punt the 
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ball away to the other team and go on defense.  If you run the play and succeed, you get a 
fresh set of downs and your offense gets to keep trying to move the ball and score points.  But 
if you run the play and fail, the other team gets the ball right there.  On the other hand, if you 
punt, you lose the opportunity to score points on that drive, but you make it harder for the other 
team to score points on their next drive.   

Now conventional football wisdom says that you don’t really have a choice in that situation – 
you have to punt.  Play the field position game and let your defense do its job.  That’s the safe 
play, the conservative play, the one that usually makes former coaches like John Madden 
happy up in the press box.  It definitely passes the WWJGD test (that’s “What Would Joe 
Gibbs Do?”)  The fans are always adamant that their team should go for, but an old coaching 
maxim says that if you coach by listening to the fans, you’ll soon end up one of them.  It’s 
perfectly understandable – the fans have nothing to lose and everything to gain.  But the coach 
has a job on the line.   

However, an economist at the University of California has recently put together some data that 
suggests that in this case at least, the fans may actually know what they are talking about.  
David Romer’s research concludes that on average, teams that take the risk of going for it on 
fourth down seem to win more often than they lose.  In fact, he suggests that even the fans are 
probably too conservative, and that teams should probably be going for it regularly on fourth 
down, even early in a game.  Independent analyses has supported his findings, and Romer 
notes that football coaches themselves have not raised a serious challenge to the results of his 
research.  But in spite of the data, coaches still almost always call out the punt team in fourth 
and one situations.  Rather than playing to win, most football coaches play not to lose.  Its not 
at all the same thing. 

But its not at all unique to the world of football.  How often do people say they have a certain 
goal and say they will do anything to achieve it, while their actual behavior departs from the 
optimal path to reach that goal, or even works against it?  Whether it is the CEO of a business 
managing toward maintenance rather than growth, a military general focusing on holding the 
line rather than advancing on an enemy, or a student focused on simply passing tests and 
classes rather than really learning the material – there seems to be something within human 
nature that leads us to shun risk and pursue that noble goal – of just not screwing up.   

But when someone comes along with the courage to go for it on fourth and one, who is willing 
to take a risk and lay it all on the line for the chance to taste glory – it makes quite an 
impression.  I still remember the day – November 20, 2006 – when the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers beat the Washington Redskins 36-35 on a successful 2-point conversion attempt 
at the end of regulation.  Having just scored a touchdown to pull within one point of the Skins, 
everyone assumed that the Bucs would follow the conventional wisdom, kick the extra point, 
and go into overtime.  But to everyone’s surprise, they went for the win.  If they had failed, they 
would have lost the game by a single point, and the fans and the analysts would have surely 
been calling for the coach’s head.  But they laid it all on the line, and came out with the win.  
As a Skins fan, I was heartbroken.  But I had to respect the Bucs – they were playing to win.   

According to Wayne Stewart, who teaches management at Clemson University, really 
successful managers understand that fear of failure is often the primary cause of failure itself.  
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More often than not, it is risk that is the path to reward, whether you’re talking about football, 
finance, or faith.  And that is where football, Jacob, and our life together intersect.  

Far too often, the church is content to punt on fourth and one.  We follow a course of action for 
a short time, but as soon as we’re up against the line – as soon as we are required to take a 
significant risk to keep moving toward our vision – we punt the ball away and play it safe.  
Whether it be working for peace and justice, caring for creation, tackling controversial social 
issues, providing a witness to the good news in our communities, or exploring creative worship 
patterns, we like to suit up and take the field, but when the going gets tough – when the game 
is on the line and we need to decide whether to risk it all to go for it or try to save what we have 
– when we need to sacrifice our comfort, security, or reputation to keep the drive going – when 
we have to count the cost and decide whether the chance to continue our mission is worth the 
risk – time and time again the church takes the safe way and punts the ball away.  And the 
natural outcome is that we end up on defense – holding the line on the status quo.   

But this story of Jacob’s all night wrestling match calls us to something more.  When Jacob 
faced fourth and one with a chance to win the game, he went for it.  He had already wrestled 
all night and just had his hip put out of its socket.  But rather than letting go of his opponent 
and avoiding the risk of more damage, Jacob not only held steady, he ran another play and 
demanded a blessing.  A legend was born in that moment, a legend of which we are heirs.   

Now I don’t think we are at a fourth and one moment right now.  But I do believe that if we are 
to succeed in fulfilling our mission, the time has come for us to quit punting the ball, to risk 
more so that we can gain more, to sacrifice the easy way for the True Way.  And I believe that 
now is the time to adopt a new game plan – one that defies the conventional wisdom to play it 
safe and lays it all on the line for the team and the mission.  For too long the church has 
punted on its potential.  Now its time to take the Kick-Off of a new season in our life together in 
a new direction.   

To that end, I would like to invite you to join me in the litany of affirmation printed on the back 
of the bulletin.  It is inspired by the goals for the next five years that were articulated in our 
recently completed and now circulating congregational profile.  Join me if you are so inclined 
… but only if you really mean it: 
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Going For It 
Inspired by the goals for the next five years  

named in our recently completed congregational profile 

 
Coach:  We want to increase our giving and become better stewards of our considerable 

resources.  Doing so will stretch each and every one of us to sacrifice personal dreams 
and desires so that our collective visions can become reality.  Are we willing to make 
those sacrifices? 

Team:    Let’s go for it! 
 
Coach: We want to increase our local outreach and become more of a community church.  

Doing so will risk the comfort, security, and pleasure of always doing things “our way.”  
Are we willing to take the risk? 

Team:   Let’s go for it! 
 
Coach: We want to continue our efforts to attract young families and college students.  To do so, 

we need to be prepared to invest time, energy, and money in the ongoing nurture of our 
children and youth.  And we need to be prepared for the changes that will inevitably 
come with new generations and leadership.  It will mean embracing ideas and ways of 
being church that speak to emerging generations.  Are we prepared to invest in attracting 
younger generations and ready to embrace the changes that will come with success? 

Team:    Let’s go for it! 
 
Coach:  We want to remain open to groups wanting to use our facility and continue to offer our 

space as a mission and service to those beyond our immediate fellowship.  Doing so will 
require continued investment of time, energy, and money, as well as the giving up of 
control.  Are we willing to continue to invest in this property as a mission and service 
beyond our selves? 

Team:    Let’s go for it! 
 
Coach:  We want to continue the work of Jesus in our time and place.  Doing so will require a 

full commitment from each of us to put this mission above ourselves – to join together to 
discern the mind of Christ and follow where he leads us.  Are we ready to make that 
commitment?   

Team:    Let’s go for it! 
 
Coach:  It’s time to kick off a new season in our life together.   
Team:    Let’s go for it! 

 


